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Ⅰ. Choose the one that is closest in meaning to the 
underlined word. (1-9)

1. A preserved fossil is one that remains intact because 
of the method in which it was fossilized. 
① unearth ② imperfect
③ immobile ④ unimpaired

 
2. Parents may feel undermined when children get tools 

of information and inquiry not available to adults and 
use them in ways that seem to threaten adult-held 
values. 
① frightened ② damaged
③ proud ④ isolated

3. Boys tend to gravitate towards mechanically 
interesting things, such as trucks and cars. 
① be aspirated ② be pointed
③ be inclined ④ be exhibited

4. Teachers can use a few strategies to circumvent 
common problems with technology to help students 
gain the numerous benefits of stimulating technology 
projects.
① stay away from ② get a sense of
③ take on ④ stock up on

5. Most of the industrial firms will struggle to realize 
exiguous margins at the lower reaches of global 
industrial production chains.
① exact ② arrant
③ scarce ④ fickle

6. We are now witnessing the proliferation of fake 
tweets, which are screen shots of what appear to be 
tweets but in fact are fabricated.

① surge ② stagnation
③ infusion ④ reactivity

7. The United States has struggled to invigorate an 
economy marred by slow job creation and high 
unemployment
① dishearten ② revitalize
③ enunciate ④ improvise

8. The president was so proud that the reporter praised 
him, oblivious that he was being manipulated by wily 
media.
① smudging ② attentive
③ speculating ④ unthinking

9. Any promise of compensation, express or implied, 
suggests that the intern is an employee – and vice 
versa.  

① orthodoxly ② conversely
③ appropriately ④ proportionally

Ⅱ. Choose the word that is grammatically most 
inappropriate. (10-15)

10. Roads and canals ①were increasingly privately 
held, meaning ②what non-elite free farmers were 
entirely dependent ③on the patronage of planters 
④to conduct their business.

11.  For many returning ①resident, there is the question 
of ②where to relocate or rebuild ③in one of the 
country’s most expensive housing ④markets. 

12. Denunciation of the camps reverberates so ①fully 
with the language of the stockyard and 
slaughterhouse ②that it is ③bare necessary for me 
④to prepare the ground for the comparison. 
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13. ①While lectures and question-and-answer periods 
count ②as single voice and are indicative of a 
nonactive teaching style, multiple voice samples, ③
included discussions and transitions, ④are 
considered active learning. 

14. Mr. Chaffetz was accused ①to hiring unqualified 
workers ②to save on labor costs and ③coaching an 
employee on ④what to say during an interview with 
government investigators.  

15. This age-old question is ①been asked again 
everywhere today and ②with increased urgency, ③
given the current technological developments ④
levering out our traditional humanist reflexes. 

Ⅲ. Choose the one that is most suitable for the blank. 
(16-19)

16. When it comes to the occupants of the White House, 
Bill Clinton was a notorious schedule breaker, while 
George W. Bush is meticulously          .
① punctual ② petulant
③ extrovert ④ disingenuous

17. A tuna fish has been left in the kitchen during the 
long holiday weekend; after the weekend, the smell 
of the spoiled fish         the entire kitchen space 
and the hallway.

    
① permeates ② articulates
③ divulges ④ dissents

18. After three fasting days and prolonged starvation, I 
ate three dishes of pasta and drank two bottles of 
soda eagerly and        .
① stingily ② grudgingly
③ voraciously ④ diminutively

19. Studies         her conviction, which became even 
firmer with time, that music is somewhat magical in 
its ability to teach and reach, enhancing learning and 
building enduring skills.
① appeased ② perplexed
③ deteriorated ④ bolstered

IV. Read the following passage and answer the questions. 
(20-22)

20. What would make the best title for the passage?
① Forensic Science and Its Legal Backgrounds
② Uses of Microscopes in Forensic Science
③ Early Development of Forensic Science
◯4  Needs for Forensic Science in the Future

21. According to the passage, which of the following 
CANNOT be inferred?
① Forensic science deals with understanding of 

the past by reconstructing past events.
② Forensic epidemiology contributes to stopping 

the spread of dangerous diseases.
③ Remains on teeth of the dead body can hint 

at the person’s habit.
◯4  Deadly bacteria and virus cause difficulties in 

forensic pathologists’ examining tissues.
  Forensic science helps us understand the past, whether 

in terms of studying the spread of a disease or 
investigating the site of an ancient massacre. And, of 
course, it is important to the legal system when it 

comes to solving crimes. Across all of these fields, the 
microscope is an important tool, used to help 
reconstruct past events. Microscopes are essential for 
many investigative purposes, because they can magnify 
an object to such great detail. 
  Forensic epidemiology investigates how diseases spread 
usually for legal reasons. For example, forensic 
epidemiologists may be assigned to discover the source 
of dangerous bacteria, such as E. coli or salmonella. To 
do so, they will use microscopes to study food for 
contamination. Under a microscope, the presence of 
certain strains of bacteria may point a scientist to the 
source of contamination. This can prove pivotal in 
stopping more people from being infected as well as 
pinpointing the individuals or group responsible for the 
outbreak.
  In forensic anthropology, microscopes are used to 
study tissue, bone or other remains to determine factors 
of a death. For example, scanning electron microscopes 
can be used to identify the long-liquified remains of a 
person that have left behind a deposit in the soil. 
Microscopes in this field are additionally used in looking 
at the residue found on the teeth. Tissue, cells or other 
remains may coat the teeth after death, helping 
researchers determine a person's habits, ailments or 
even cause of death.
  Forensic pathologists are responsible for determining 
the manner in which a person has died. If the person 
died from a certain disease, forensic pathologists may 
use a microscope to identify the deadly bacteria or 
virus. A microscope may be beneficial when it comes to 
more closely examining the tissue around a wound and 
determining what sort of object — be it a bullet, a knife 
or something else — caused the damage.
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22. Which of the following is closest to the way in 
which the passage is organized?
① Spatial order
② Chronological order
③ Question and answer
◯4  Main idea with supporting lists

V. Read the following passage and answer the questions. 
(23-25)

23. According to the passage, which of the following 
words best describes Leonardo da Vinci’s 
personality traits? 
① rustic and honest
② bold and extroverted
③ peppery and hot-tempered
④ analytic and innovative

24. Which of the following best describes the artistic 
technique of “linear perspective”?
① An illustration that exaggerates or distorts 

the basic essence of an objects
② A system of creating an illusion of depth on 

a flat surface
③ A technique of creating a sculpture through 

the manipulation of light and shadow
④ A piece of image made from the assemblage 

of small pieces of colored glass and stone

25. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true?
① The notion of linear perspective was first 

created by Leonardo da Vinci.
② Da Vinci used to measure the scene with a 

window before drawing objects.
③ In aerial perspective, distance between the 

viewer and object is considered important.
④ Da Vinci realized that an object farther 

away is less blended with the air color.

  One of the most interesting and important changes in 
art that occurred during the Renaissance was the 
discovery of idea that made it possible for painters to 
translate the three-dimensional world they lived in onto 
the two-dimensional surface of a painting. This idea is 
called “linear perspective.”
  In 1435, a painter and architecture named Leon 
Battista Alberti wrote a book called On Painting, in 
which he described a method that painters could use to 
make what was painted on the canvas look 
three-dimensional. Alberti’s book had a huge influence 
on painters during the Renaissance, including Leonardo 
da Vinci. He learned about Alberti’s theory of linear 
perspective, and all of Leonardo’s paintings show that 
he not only understood linear perspective but took the 
idea of perspective even further. 
  Leonardo considered a painting a window to the 
outside world, and wanted everything in his paintings to 
look as if it were a scene through a window. Because he 
was a careful observer of nature, he noticed that at 
different times of day objects in the distance looked 
more or less sharp and took on slightly different colors. 
Through the continuous examination, Leonardo noticed 
that in the morning light, distant objects, such as hills 
or mountains, looked less distinct and more blue than 
closer hills or mountains. He also noticed that the 
farther away the image was, the more its color blended 
into the color of the air around it.
  As a result of his observation, Leonardo came up with 
some simple rules for painters to follow in creating what 
he called aerial perspective: the nearest object should 
be painted its true color, the one immediately behind 
the nearest one should be painted proportionately bluer, 
and the object farther away should be proportionately 
bluer still. 
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수 학 15문항 (26-40)

26. 다음 극한을 구하시오.

lim
→∞


  




  



①  ② 
  ③ 

 ④ ∞

27. 다음 거듭제곱급수 중에서 수렴반경이 가장 작은 것을 
고르시오.

① 
  

∞




 ② 

  

∞



③ 
  

∞




 ④ 
  

∞






28. 다음 극방정식의 그래프의 모양을 잘못 나타낸 것을 
고르시오.

①    ,     : 나선형
②   sin  : 8개 잎의 꽃잎모양
③   sin  : 원점을 지나는 원 (반지름 2)
④   sec  : 수평선

29. 미분가능한 함수  , 가    , ′   , 
∘   을 만족할 때 이로부터 알 수 있는 사실을 
고르시오.

①    ②   

③    ④   

30. 영벡터가 아닌 두 3차원 벡터 a와 b에 대해서, 다음 중 
b와 수직이 아닐 수 있는 것을 고르시오. (단, proj ab는 벡터 
a로 내린 b의 사영벡터이다.)

① a×b ② b proj ab
③ a b× b a ④ b⋅ba a⋅bb

31. 행렬 








  

  
  

의 역행렬을    라 할 때, 를 

구하시오.

①   ②  ③   ④ 

32.     일 때,   의 값을 구하시오.

① 


⋅⋅⋯  ② 


⋅⋅⋯ 

③  
 ④ 



33. 점    에서 밀도가 
    

 으로 주어진 단위 

구체의 질량을,  ≤     ≤ 인 입체영역 의 
질량 의 극한 lim

→

를 구하는 방법으로 계산하시오.

①  ②  ③  ④ ∞

34.    ,   ≥ 일 때  의 최솟값을 구하시오.

①  ② 

③ 
 



 




④ 
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35. 다음 중 미분방정식 


   의 해곡선들을 나타낸 

식을 고르시오. 단, 는 상수이다.

①        ②    tan  ln

③    tan 


 ④     

36. 다음 미분방정식 


   의 안정적 

임계점(stable equilibrium)을 모두 찾으시오.

①    ②   

③       ④ 존재하지 않는다.

37. 다음 보기 (a)~(d) 중에서 미분방정식 
   ″     의 해가 되는 것의 개수를 
구하시오.

  

(a)  cosh sin (b)   cos
(c)   sinh (d)  

① 1개 ② 2개 ③ 3개 ④ 4개

38. 원점을 중심으로 반지름이 1인 원을 점  에서 시작해서 
반시계방향으로 한 바퀴 도는 경로를  라 하자. 벡터장 
F〈  〉을  를 따라 선적분한 값을 고르시오.

① 0 ② 
 ③ 

 ④ 

39. 벡터장 F〈  〉의 단위 구면의 바깥 방향 
유량(flux)을 구하시오.

① 0 ② 
 ③ 

 ④ 


40.    이고,      ,   일 때, 




 


 A  


 B  




 


 C  


 D 

이다. 빈 칸에 들어갈  의 식이 잘못 짝지어진 것을 
고르시오.

① (A) :  ② (B) :  ③ (C) :  ④ (D) : 


